Reinforcement learning theory has been extensively used to understand the neural underpinnings of instrumental behaviour. A central assumption surrounds dopamine signalling reward prediction errors, so as to update action values and ensure better choices in the future. However, educators may share the intuitive idea that reinforcements not only affect choices but also motor skills such as typing. Here, we employed a novel paradigm to demonstrate that monetary rewards can improve motor skill learning in humans. Indeed, healthy participants progressively got faster in executing sequences of key presses that were repeatedly rewarded with 10 euro compared with 1 cent. Control tests revealed that the effect of reinforcement on motor skill learning was independent of subjects being aware of sequence-reward associations. To account for this implicit effect, we developed an actor-critic model, in which reward prediction errors are used by the critic to update state values and by the actor to facilitate action execution. To assess the role of dopamine in such computations, we applied the same paradigm in patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, who were either unmedicated or treated with neuroleptics. We also included patients with focal dystonia, as an example of hyperkinetic motor disorder unrelated to dopamine. Model fit showed the following dissociation: while motor skills were affected in all patient groups, reinforcement learning was selectively enhanced in unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and impaired by neuroleptics. These results support the hypothesis that overactive dopamine transmission leads to excessive reinforcement of motor sequences, which might explain the formation of tics in Gilles de la Tourette syndrome.
Introduction
Motor skills refer to the effortless execution of movement sequences, such as lacing a shoe or playing the piano, with optimal speed and accuracy. They are mostly acquired with practice, the main factor for motor skill improvement being the number of repetitions. However, parents and educators may share the intuition that positive reinforcements, such as congratulations, can also contribute to motor skill acquisition. To our knowledge, the influence of reinforcements on motor skill learning has never been specifically investigated in humans. This notion must be distinguished from two close phenomena, namely instrumental learning and incentive motivation. In instrumental learning, several actions are possible and rewards increase the frequency of choosing a particular action. Here, we wish to examine whether rewards improve the execution of a particular action that is imposed on subjects (with no choice). In incentive motivation, potential rewards are announced before motor performance to augment the desire to do well and adjust the effort accordingly. Here, we wish to study the impact of rewards that are incidentally obtained after performance completion. Both instrumental learning and incentive motivation processes have been extensively studied in a variety of species. In particular, incentive motivation has recently been found to improve procedural learning in humans (Wachter et al., 2009 ). The present study primarily aimed to extend this finding by investigating reinforcement effects on motor skill performance.
To this aim, we developed a motor learning task based on reaction time paradigms (Rhodes et al., 2004) with the addition of monetary reinforcements. The task involves subjects learning through repetition to quickly execute a series of key presses that are visually instructed on a computer screen. To assess reinforcement effects, the key manipulation was to associate one-half of the sequences with a negligible reward (1 cent) and the other half with a consequent reward (10 euros). In order to dissociate reinforcement from motivation effects, two groups of healthy subjects were assessed on different versions of the motor learning task. In the implicit version, rewards were displayed after movement execution, so as to reinforce visuo-motor representations. In the explicit version, the reward at stake was disclosed before motor execution, in order to modulate subjects' motivation to do well. Sequence-reinforcement associations were never mentioned to subjects in either group. To assess their knowledge of these associations, we asked them to make forced choices after completion of the motor learning task.
Beyond these psychological considerations, we wished to examine the underlying neural basis, more specifically the implication of neuromodulatory processes that are relevant to neurological diseases and pharmacological treatments. Patient and neuroimaging studies in humans suggest the implication of several cortical and subcortical brain structures in motor skill learning, such as the supplementary motor area, the pre-supplementary motor area, the basal ganglia and the cerebellum (Willingham, 1998; Ashe et al., 2006; Doyon et al., 2009) . More precisely, the implication of the basal ganglia in motor skill learning has been supported by neuropsychological studies in patients with Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease and dystonia (Agostino et al., 1992; Doyon, 2008) . Within the basal ganglia, neuronal mechanisms underlying motor skill learning appear to involve dopamine modulating synaptic plasticity in the striatum (Kumari et al., 1997; Badgaiyan et al., 2007; Garraux et al., 2007; Karabanov et al., 2010) . However, dopamine implication in motor learning is far from established, as several studies reported no effect or even detrimental effect of dopamine replacement therapy in patients with Parkinson's disease (Argyelan et al., 2008; Carbon et al., 2006; Kwak et al., 2010) . Indeed, some authors have implicated dopamine in reinforcement rather than motor learning per se (Berns and Sejnowski, 1998; Suri and Schultz, 1998; Doya, 2000; Hikosaka et al., 2002) .
In parallel to the motor learning literature, a growing body of evidence from electrophysiological studies in animals suggests that midbrain dopamine activity reflects reward-related (and not movement-related) signals. More precisely, phasic dopamine activity seems to encode reward prediction errors, i.e. discrepancies between obtained and expected rewards (Schultz et al., 1997; Bayer and Glimcher, 2005; Zaghloul et al., 2009) . Reward prediction errors have been used as teaching signals in various formal accounts of reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . Dopamine-mediated prediction errors have also been implemented in formal models of frontal cortex-basal ganglia circuitry (Houk et al., 1995; Bar-Gad and Bergman, 2001; Frank et al., 2006) . Generally, the idea is that dopamine release strengthens frontostriatal synaptic connections involved in generating actions that lead to more reward than expected, so that these actions are more easily selected in the future. Although most of these models aim at explaining improvement of action selection in instrumental learning, a side implication is that motor execution itself should be improved by dopamine-mediated reinforcement signals. This is because reinforcement processes should make frontal cortex-basal ganglia circuits underlying learned actions more strongly and more specifically activated when the same context repeats itself. A subclass of frontal cortex-basal ganglia models, termed 'actor-critic', dissociate dopamine functions in reinforcement versus motor learning (Joel et al., 2002) . Dopamine-mediated reward prediction errors would serve to improve both reward prediction in the critic and movement execution in the actor. A further aim of this study was to use the actor-critic framework to allow insight into pathological conditions involving dopamine dysfunction.
To test the implication of dopamine in the reinforcement of motor skills, we chose to include patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome. This is a childhood-onset hyperkinetic disorder, characterized by motor and vocal tics, that has been related to anatomical and functional peculiarities in the basal ganglia and to constitutive hyperactivity of dopaminergic transmission (Graybiel and Canales, 2001; Albin and Mink, 2006) . Symptoms of Gilles de la Tourette syndrome are markedly improved by antipsychotics (or neuroleptics, i.e. dopamine receptor antagonists), which remain the drugs of choice for treatment (Leckman, 2002; Singer, 2005) . Dopaminergic hyperactivity in both the frontal cortex and basal ganglia has been confirmed by some, but not all, PET studies using ligand binding to dopamine receptors and transporters (Malison et al., 1995; Gilbert et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2008) . Post-mortem studies have also found increased concentrations of dopamine receptors and transporters in the frontal cortex and basal ganglia of patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (Minzer et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2007) . We therefore hypothesized that unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome exhibit stronger reinforcement effects on motor skill learning compared with healthy controls and that neuroleptics abolish or even reverse this difference. To test these predictions, we compared the performance of two matched groups of patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (unmedicated and medicated) in the same implicit motor learning task as healthy controls. For further control, we included a group of patients with levodopa non-responsive focal dystonia (torticollis), which can be considered as an example of motor impairment without dopamine dysfunction (Mink, 2003; Jankovic, 2006; Vidailhet et al., 2009 ).
Subjects and Methods

Subjects
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Pitié -Salpê triè re Hospital. All subjects gave informed consent prior to participation. A total of 123 participants were recruited, including patients and healthy subjects. General exclusion criteria for this study were left handedness and, because the task involved hand motor skills (see below), being a professional pianist or typist. For healthy subjects, we also excluded any history of neurological or psychiatric illness and use of psychotropic drug or medication. A first subgroup of 53 healthy subjects constituted the control group for the 52 patients and performed the main (implicit) motor learning task. A second subgroup of 18 healthy subjects performed a control (explicit) variant of the motor learning task. These two groups of healthy subjects (n = 53 and n = 18) were not different in age (mean age AE SEM: 23.8 AE 0.5 versus 23.2 AE 0.7 years, P 4 0.5, t-test) or gender (per cent males: 45.3 versus 50.0%, P 4 0.1, 2 test).
We also recruited 35 patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, who were split into two groups according to their current treatment at the time of testing. The first group (unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, n = 20) included patients who were not taking antipsychotics (i.e. neuroleptics) that would interfere with dopaminergic transmission. However, some patients in the unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome group were treated with non-dopaminergic medications such as venlafaxine (n = 2), alprazolam (n = 2), clonazepam (n = 1), propanolol (n = 1) and insulin (n = 1). The second group (medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, n = 15) included patients who were taking neuroleptics, either in monotherapy or in association with other medications. More specifically, these patients were treated with aripiprazole (n = 7), risperidone (n = 4), pimozide (n = 2), haloperidol (n = 1), cyamemazine (n = 1), tetrabenazine (n = 1), tiapride (n = 1) and olanzapine (n = 1). Some of the medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome were also taking medications other than neuroleptics, such as venlafaxine (n = 2), valium (n = 1), lithium carbonate (n = 1), topiramate (n = 1) and duloxetine (n = 1). The unmedicated and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups were matched for age (33.0 AE 2.5 versus 29.9 AE 2.9 years, P 4 0. (Sheehan et al., 1998) . Finally, we recruited 17 patients with idiopathic dystonia, precisely spasmodic torticollis (dystonia group: n = 17; age = 52.8 AE 3.2 years; gender: 23.5% male). One patient also exhibited a blepharospasm and another presented a shaking form of dystonia. All dystonic patients were checked for non-response to levodopa and were treated with botulinum toxin at the time of the study. More precisely, they were all tested 3 months after the last toxin injection and immediately before a scheduled new injection in the next hour. Some dystonic patients were treated with other medications than botulinum toxin at the time of testing, but no patient was taking any neuroleptic medication. Other medications included: trihexyphenidyl (n = 2), lorazepam (n = 2), losartan (n = 1), levothyroxine (n = 1), tramadol (n = 1), mianserin (n = 1), ropinirole (n = 1), clonazepam (n = 1), escitalopram (n = 1), levocetirizine (n = 1), pentoxifylline (n = 1). Table 1 provides a summary of the subjects' demographic data.
Behavioural tasks
All subjects performed a motor learning task followed by a forced choice task. During the motor learning task (Fig. 1A) , subjects had to maintain the five fingers of their right hand on five keys forming an inverse V shape at the centre of the computer azerty keyboard (C-F-T-H-N). In every trial they had to press three keys out of the five possible as fast as they could. The three keys were to be pressed one after the other, from the leftmost to the rightmost. Each trial started with a 1000 ms fixation screen in which five crosses were displayed, corresponding to the five fingers. The fixation screen was followed by the instruction and response screen, in which the triplet of keys to press was circled in red. This step was self-paced; its duration depended on the time subjects took to achieve the sequence of key presses. Once the subject had pressed the three keys, the CON-1 and CON-2: healthy controls who performed the implicit and explicit motor learning task, respectively. U-GTS and M-GTS = unmedicated and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome patients, respectively; DYS = dystonic patients.
outcome was displayed on the last screen for 1500 ms. The outcome could either be a significant (10 euro note) or a negligible reinforcement (1 cent coin). It was displayed together with the cumulative amount of money gained in euros. If subjects pressed a wrong key the outcome was nil and the word 'error' appeared on the screen. In addition to the visual illustration, the three outcomes (10 euros, 1 cent or error) were also accompanied by evocative sounds: white noise for errors, coin jingling for 1 cent gains and cash registering for 10 euro gains. Among the 10 possible motor sequences (triplets of key presses) to be executed, five were associated with the 10 euro outcome, and the other five with the 1 cent outcome. Associations between triplets and outcomes were randomly assigned for each subject and then fixed for the entire experiment. The task comprised 15 blocks of 10 trials, within which all 10 triplets were presented once, such that each triplet appeared 15 times in total. The presentation order of the 10 triplets was fully randomized within each block. Task performance lasted between 10 and 15 min, depending on subjects' speed. In the main version of the task, referred to as the 'implicit task', subjects were not instructed about the outcome associated with the current triplet. The first subgroup of healthy subjects (n = 53) and all patients (n = 52) performed this version of the task. In a control version of the task, referred to as the 'explicit task', the outcome was indicated on the instruction screen, together with the keys to press. However, even in this explicit task, subjects were not informed that the associations between triplets and outcomes were deterministic. This version of the task was only administered to the second subgroup of healthy subjects (n = 18). In both task versions, subjects were instructed to maximize their final outcome. As a motivation to speed up, they were not told that the number of trials was predetermined but instead A B Figure 1 Behavioural tasks. (A) Successive screens displayed during a trial of the motor learning task. Subjects saw a triplet of crosses circled in red, pressed the corresponding keys and subsequently observed the outcome (10 euro or 1 cent). The potential outcome was announced on the instruction screen in the explicit, but not in the implicit, version of the task. (B) Two trials of the forced choice task. Subjects saw a triplet and guessed with which outcome (10 euro or 1 cent) it was associated during the motor learning task.
that the task duration would be fixed (to 15 min). Therefore, they were induced to believe that going faster would allow them to perform more trials and consequently to win more money.
After the motor learning task (implicit or explicit), subjects performed a forced choice task (Fig. 1B ) in which they had to report, for each triplet, the associated outcome. In each trial, subjects were presented with one triplet and asked to choose between the two possible monetary outcomes (1 cent and 10 euros). The 10 triplets were presented only once, in a randomized order. Instructions for all tasks were first provided in a written form (Supplementary material) and then reformulated orally, if necessary. The tasks were programmed on a PC using the Cogent 2000 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging) utility running on MatLab Õ R2007b (MathWorks Õ ).
Learning curves
For both motor learning tasks (implicit and explicit), the main dependent measure of interest was response time, defined as the interval between the instruction onset and the third (last) key press. We considered the three key presses as a single atomic action (or motor skill) because preliminary analyses showed similar results for the times of each key press taken separately. Response time learning curves were generated separately for the 1 cent and 10 euro conditions. For each 10-trial block, we extracted the median response time over the five triplets of each condition (1 cent and 10 euros). Thus, learning curves contained 15 data points for each condition, corresponding to the 15 blocks of trials. Response times were discarded when an error occurred as well as when more than three standard deviations above the mean for the current block. Error rates were also analysed as an index of accuracy. Error rate learning curves were generated in a similar manner to response time learning curves, by averaging data for each 10-trial block, separately for the 1 cent and 10 euro conditions. The reinforcement effect was defined as the cumulative difference between the 10 euro and 1 cent conditions (noted ÁT 1c-10E in figures). We considered the reinforcement magnitude as negligible in the 1 cent condition, being a thousand times smaller than in the 10 euro condition. Thus, we approximated the 1 cent condition as representing pure motor skill learning (i.e. with no reinforcement effect).
Computational model
We aimed to formalize reinforcement effects on motor performance using the framework of reinforcement learning theory. Here, we proposed a two-stage model to explain the behavioural data obtained in the implicit motor learning task ( Fig. 2A) . The first stage of our computational model was implemented to account for motor skill learning itself as observed in the 1 cent condition, which we approximated as a no reinforcement condition. This first model had to account for the specific dynamics of response time reduction across trials, which was characterized by a rapid decrease within the first five blocks of trials, followed by a slighter decrease for the remaining blocks that eventually reached a plateau. Historically, response time tasks have been modelled with the so-called power law of practice function. However, it has recently been suggested that an exponential function may provide a better fit of the individual learning curves (Heathcote and Brown, 2000) . Here, we confirmed this observation when comparing power and exponential functions (Supplementary material). Therefore, we opted for an exponential decay function, T 1c (n) = b Â exp À(a Â n) + c, according to which response time in trial n of the 1 cent condition depends on three parameters: a, b and c. Parameter a can be seen as the motor learning rate, since it adjusts the extent to which response times are reduced from one trial to the next. Parameter c represents the plateau to which learning curves would converge after an infinite number of trials (n = 1). Parameter b represents the difference between the initial performance and the plateau, since T 1c (0) = b + c, i.e. the magnitude of response time reduction across learning. We note that this model is purely phenomenological, meaning that it has been conceived to reproduce the observed motor learning dynamics, but not to formalize any actual neuronal mechanism. The three free parameters were optimized to fit the data on an individual basis using least square distance minimization. Precisely, we minimized for each subject the square distance between the model estimate and the learning curve observed for the 1 cent triplets. The ranges and steps used for exploring parameter spaces in the optimization process were the following: a = [0:0.1:1], b = [À 10000:100:10000] ms and c = [500:100:5000] ms. The second stage of our computational model has been implemented to account for reinforcement effects on motor skill learning, as observed in the 10 euro condition. We first modelled how subjects learned the predictive value of 10 euro triplets (V 10E ). Here, we opted for a learning rule adapted from Rescorla and Wagner (1972) , according to which the value of 10 euro triplets is updated as follows:
where n is the trial number, the reinforcement learning rate and PE the prediction error, defined as PE(n) = RÀ V 10E (n) + , where R is the reinforcement magnitude (fixed at 10 euros) and a free parameter meant to adjust the size of the prediction error. To explain reinforcement effects on response times, we elaborated a second learning rule, according to which prediction errors dictate response time reduction due to reinforcement:
where is a reinforcementto-time scaling parameter. Contrary to the first-stage model used to fit the 1 cent condition, this second-stage mechanism might be implemented in neuronal architectures. In particular, prediction error has been found to be reflected by the phasic bursting of midbrain dopaminergic neurons, in both human and non-human primates (Schultz et al., 1997; Zaghloul et al., 2009) . Our second delta rule may thus approximate phasic dopamine release strengthening corticostriatal synapses and subsequently facilitating the activation of rewarded motor responses, as shown with neural network simulation (Frank et al., 2006) . One possible architecture is an actor-critic model (Fig. 2B) , in which the critic implements the first learning rule to predict reinforcement value, while the actor implements the second learning rule to reduce response time (Maia et al., 2010) . Growing evidence suggests that actor and critic modules may be represented in the dorsal and ventral striatum, respectively (Doya, 2008) . Each module would use the same teaching signal (prediction error), with different learning rates: for the critic, for the actor. Given the hypothesis that dopamine encodes prediction error, our prediction was that variations in dopaminergic activity would be captured by parameter .
For both learning rules, initial values, i.e. V 10E (1) and ÁT 1c-10E (1), were set to 0. Response times observed in the 10 euro condition were obtained by subtracting reinforcement effects to motor learning: T 10E (n) = T 1c (n) À ÁT 1c-10E (n). Again, we optimized for each individual the free parameters (, and ) using the least square method. The only difference with the optimization procedure used for the first-stage model is that for the second-stage model we generated five different learning curves, corresponding to the five different 10 euro triplets, which we then averaged and compared with the observed learning curve. This has been done to take into account the personal history of success and error trials (for which the prediction error term was zero). 
Statistical analyses
First (model-free) analyses focused on comparing the behavioural performance of healthy subjects between the implicit and explicit tasks, in order to assess the importance of knowing the reinforcement at stake prior to pressing keys. An ANOVA with task as a between-subject factor and block as a within-subject factor was assessed on our four main dependent variables: response time
(1 cent condition), error rate (1 cent condition), reinforcement effect (10 euro-1 cent condition) on response time and reinforcement effect on error rate. Post hoc comparisons between tasks (explicit versus implicit) were performed on the average dependent measures using two-tailed two-sample t-tests. We used one-tailed paired t-tests to assess for each group whether the reinforcement effect was significantly different from zero, on average and every three blocks across learning. Behavioural performance in the forced choice task, expressed as the percentage of correct responses, was also compared with chance level guessing (50% of correct responses) using one-tailed paired t-test and between tasks (implicit versus explicit) using two-tailed t-test. A linear regression fit was used to assess the correlation between correct guessing and response time reinforcement effect, in order to test whether or not reinforcement effects were linked to explicit knowledge of triplet-outcome contingencies. We then compared behavioural performance between groups of subjects who performed the implicit motor learning task. An ANOVA with group (healthy controls, medicated and unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and dystonic patients) as a between-subject factor and block as a within-subject factor was assessed on the same main dependent measures as above. Two-tailed t-tests were also employed for post hoc between-group comparisons on the average measures. A second series of (model-based) analyses was aimed to characterize the effects of disorders and treatments by comparing the behavioural performance in the implicit learning task between the different groups (control, medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and dystonia). Statistical analyses concentrated on model free parameters obtained for both motor learning (a, b and c) and reinforcement learning (, and ) in addition to response time, error rate and reinforcement effect. Significance was assessed using an ANOVA with group as the main factor in interest. Since we noted certain gender differences between the groups (Table  1) in a preliminary analysis, we addressed this potential confound using two-way ANOVA with gender as an additional factor. Because gender did not significantly affect any behavioural or computational variable, we will not discuss this factor further. We also noted age differences between groups (Table 1) . To eliminate this potential confound, we performed an ANCOVA with age as a covariate. Statistical results of between group comparisons reported hereafter refer to group effects of the ANCOVA tests; the detailed statistics of the variance explained by the age covariate is reported only when reaching significance (P 5 0.05). ANCOVAs were followed by between-group two-tailed t-tests for post hoc comparisons. To assess the adequacy of the computational model, we tested correlations, using linear regression fit, between modelled and observed average response time in both the 1 cent and 10 euro condition, across subjects (n = 105, interindividual variability) included in the computational analysis and across blocks (n = 15, intertrial variability). For all statistical tests, the threshold for significance was set at P 5 0.05.
Results
Model-free analysis: comparison between tasks
We first compared motor learning performance of healthy subjects between the implicit and explicit tasks (Fig. 3A) . The block Â task ANOVA for the response time in the 1 cent condition showed a significant effect of block [F(14,966) = 13.605, P 5 0.001], with no significant task effect [F(1,69) = 0.040, P 4 0.5] or block Â task interaction [F(14,966) = 0.385, P 4 0.5]. For the 1 cent error rate, the ANOVA showed a significant task effect [F(1,69) = 4.134, P 5 0.05] with no block effect [F(14,966) = 0.830, P 4 0.5] or block Â task interaction [F(14,966) = 0.636, P 4 0.5]. These results suggest that only response times (not error rates) were influenced by learning and that only error rates (not response times) differed between tasks, irrespective of learning effects. These conclusions were confirmed by post hoc t-tests, which showed no significant difference for cumulative response time (implicit task: 1060 AE 31 versus explicit task: 1048 AE 46 ms; t 69 = 0.200, P 4 0.5) but a significant task effect on average error rate (implicit task: 8.1 AE 0.9 versus explicit task 12.4 AE 2.4 % of errors; t 69 = À 2.003, P 5 0.05).
The block Â task ANOVA on response time reinforcement effect showed a significant block effect [F(14,966) = 7.302, P 5 0.001] but no significant task effect [F(1,69) = 0.046, P 4 0.1] or block Â task interaction [F(14,966) = 0.111, P 4 0.5]. The reinforcement effect on error rates was not significantly modulated by any factor of the ANOVA [block: F(14,966) = 1.537, P 4 0.05; task: F(1,69) = 0.102, P 4 0.1; interaction: F(14,966) = 0.341, P 4 0.5]. These results suggest that rewards only impacted on response time reduction (not error rates) and that this effect was similar across tasks. These conclusions were confirmed by post hoc t-tests showing that reinforcement effect on cumulative response time was not different between the two tasks (t 69 = À 0.095, P 4 0.5). More precisely, it was significantly different from zero for the implicit task (297.4 AE 105.7 ms; t 52 = 2.812, P 5 0.01), but not for the explicit task, even if numerically similar (318.8 AE 234.4 ms; t 17 = 1.360, P 5 0.1). The average reinforcement effect on error rates was not different between the two tasks (t 69 = À 0.482, P 4 0.5) and not significantly different from zero for both the implicit (8.3 AE 10.4 % of errors; t 52 = 0.799, P 4 0.1) and explicit task (17.8 AE 13.99 % of errors; t 17 = 1.270, P 4 0.1). When analysing blocks three by three, we found that the response time reinforcement effect was not different from zero at the beginning (implicit task: 9.2 AE 12.3 ms; t 52 = 0.746, P 4 0.1; explicit task: 2.7 AE 33.2 ms; t 17 = 0.081, P 4 0.1) but became progressively significant towards the end of the learning session (implicit task: 32.1 AE 11.4 ms; t 52 = 0.281, P 5 0.01; explicit task: 45.5 AE 24.9 ms; t 17 = 1.827, P 5 0.05).
Next, we analysed the performance in the forced choice task, which was significantly above chance level (implicit task: 57.0 AE 2.4% of correct guessing; t 52 = 3.415, P 5 0.001; explicit task: 58.3 AE 4.4 % of correct guessing; t 17 = 1.905, P 5 0.05) and not different between the two tasks (t 69 = À 0.312, P 4 0.05). To rule out the possibility that the response time reinforcement effect was driven by an acquired explicit knowledge of the deterministic triplet-outcome contingencies, we tested the regression against correct guessing in the forced choice task (Fig. 3B) . We found no positive correlation between these variables, but a significant negative correlation for the implicit task (regression coefficient = À 15.6, intercept at chance level correct guessing = 406.4 ms, R 2 = 0.090, P 5 0.05) and a similar trend for the explicit task (regression coefficient = À 21.5, intercept at chance level correct guessing = 498.1 ms, R 2 = 0.161, P 5 0.1).
Model-free analysis: comparison between groups
We analysed learning performance in the implicit task to test for differences between patients and controls, as well as between unmedicated and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome. Regarding response time in the 1 cent condition (motor learning), the block Â group ANOVA showed significant effect of block [F(14,1414) de la Tourette syndrome: 1491 AE 87 ms, t 66 = À 4.135, P 5 0.001; dystonia: 2064 AE 102 ms, t 68 = À 8.768, P 5 0.001), but no significant difference between Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups (t 33 = 0.326, P 4 0.5). The reinforcement effect was significantly modulated by block [F(14,1414) = 16.848, P 5 0.001], group [F(3,101) = 3.088, P 5 0.05] and block Â group interaction [F(14,1414) = 4.027, P 5 0.001]. The ANCOVA showed that the reinforcement effect on cumulative response time was significantly modulated by the group factor [F(3,100) = 4.362, P 5 0.01], but not by the age covariate. More precisely, it was significantly positive in unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (1152.9 AE 378.6 ms, t 19 = 3.044, P 5 0.01) and dystonia (786.2 AE 248.7, t 16 = 3.165, P 5 0.01), but not in medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (59.1 AE 262.9, t 14 = 0.225, P 4 0.5). Post hoc comparisons showed higher reinforcement effects in unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome compared with healthy controls (t 71 = 2.974, P 5 0.01) and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (t 33 = 2.214, P 5 0.05). The comparison between healthy controls and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome did not reach significance (t 66 = 0.983, P 4 0.1). In the forced choice task, percentages of correct responses were numerically higher than chance level in all patient groups, and significantly so in the unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (t 19 = 4.187, P 5 0.001) and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (t 14 = 3.108, P 5 0.01) groups, but not the dystonia group (t 16 = 1.144, P 4 0.1). The ANCOVA showed no significant group effect on correct guessing [F(3,100) = 1.291, P 4 0.1). Table 2 provides a summary of the behavioural results discussed in this section.
Model-based analysis: motor learning
We first analysed the parameter estimates obtained from the motor learning model fit of the 1 cent condition for each group (Figs 4A and 5, left) . Regarding motor learning rate (parameter a), we found no significant group effect [F(3,100) = 0.565, P 4 0.5] and no difference between Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups (t 33 = À 1.144, P 4 0.1). Regarding the magnitude of response time reduction (parameter b), we found a significant modulation by age covariate [F(1,100) = 21.118, P 5 0.01] but not by group factor [F(3,100) = 1.223, P 4 0.1]. Regarding response time plateau (parameter c), we found a significant modulation by both group factor and age covariate [group: F(3,100) = 3.636, P 5 0.05; age: F(1,100) = 15.540, P 5 0.05]. Post hoc comparisons confirmed significant differences between healthy controls and all patient groups (unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome: t 71 = À 5.444, P 5 0.001; medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome: t 66 = À 4.012, P 5 0.001; dystonia: t 68 = À 7.743, P 5 0.001), but no significant difference between Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups (t 33 = 0.655, P 4 0.5).
Model-based analysis: reinforcement learning
We then analysed the parameter estimates obtained from the reinforcement learning model fit of the 10 euro condition ( Figs 4B and 5, right) . ANCOVA indicated that the reinforcement learning rate () and the reinforcement-to-time scaling parameter () did not differ between groups [: F(3,100) = 1.348, P 4 0.1; : F(3,100) = 1.747, P 4 0.1]. Importantly, direct comparisons between Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups for parameters and showed no significant difference (: t 33 = 0.940, P 4 0.1; : t 33 = 1.193, P 4 0.1). In contrast, showed a significant group effect [F(3,100) = 3.238, P 5 0.05]; post hoc comparisons indicated that was significantly greater in unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome compared with healthy controls (t 71 = 2.001, P 5 0.05) and to medicated patients with Gilles Error rates and response times correspond to the 1 cent condition. ÁT and ÁE indicate the difference with the 10 euro condition (reinforcement effects) on response times and error rates, respectively. For variables with a significant group effect in the ANCOVA: *P 5 0.05, two-tailed t-test, compared with the control group; ** = P 5 0.05, two-tailed t-test, comparing unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome versus medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups. CON = healthy controls who performed the implicit motor learning task; U-GTS and M-GTS = unmedicated and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, respectively; DYS = dystonic patients.
de la Tourette syndrome (t 33 = 3.048, P 5 0.01), but not when compared with patients with dystonia (t 68 = À 0.301, P 4 0.5).
The direct comparison between healthy controls and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome was only marginally significant (t 66 = À 1.789, P 5 0.08). The estimate of the effective reinforcer term (R + ) was found to be positive and significantly different from zero for healthy controls (t 52 = 3.228, P 5 0.001), unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (t 19 = 5.059, P 5 0.001) and patients with dystonia (t 16 = 2.480, P 5 0.001), but not for medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (t 14 = À 0.336, P 4 0.5).
To rule out the possibility that between-group differences in parameter were driven by differences in explicit knowledge of the deterministic triplet-outcome contingencies, we also compared forced choice task performance. For groups showing a positive and significant effective reinforcement (R + ) parameter, we computed a linear regression against percentage of correct guessing. We found a significant negative correlation for healthy Table 2 is a summary of the computational results discussed above.
Adequacy between model and data
To test the adequacy of our model relative to the real data, we regressed estimated response time against observed response time for the 1 cent and 10 euro conditions separately, including all subjects (n = 105) who performed the implicit task. First, to assess whether the model could capture interindividual variability, we tested the correlation of average response times across subjects (Fig. 6A ). Both regressions were extremely strong (1 cent: coefficient = 1.00 AE 0.01, R 2 = 0.999, P 5 0.001; 10 euro: coefficient = 1.01 AE 0.01, R 2 = 0.996, P 5 0.001). Crucially, the 95% confidence intervals for the regression coefficient was $1, ruling out any systematic bias towards under or overestimation. Then we assessed whether the model could capture intertrial variability (i.e. learning effects) using correlations of average estimated and observed response times across blocks (n = 15). Again we found for both conditions extremely strong linear regression fits (1 cent: coefficient = 0.98 AE 0.13, R 2 = 0.956, P 5 0.001; 10 euro: coefficient = 0.97 AE 0.13, R 2 = 0.953, P 5 0.001), with 95% confidence intervals $1 (Fig. 6B) . We also verified (Fig. 6C ) the similarity of intergroup differences between the observed reinforcement effect (ÁT 1c-10E ) and the effective reinforcer term (R + ) of the model. and the reinforcement learning (right) models. Error bars are intersubject standard errors. Con = healthy controls who performed the implicit motor learning task; U-GTS and M-GTS = unmedicated and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome patients, repectively; Dys = dystonic patients. Comparisons between unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups: **P 5 0.01; ns = P 4 0.1, two-tailed t-test; ns = not significant.
Discussion
Results show that reinforcements can improve motor skill learning, since execution of sequential key presses was shortened by monetary rewards. This effect was observed in healthy controls, dystonic patients and unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome but not in patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome treated with neuroleptics, suggesting that it is mediated via dopaminergic transmission. The effect was well accounted for by reinforcement learning models, in accordance with the theory that dopamine encodes a reward prediction error signal that can drive the formation of visuomotor representations. Reinforcement learning theory was principally meant to explain instrumental learning, i.e. how choices are improved by the experience of success or failure (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . Here, reinforcement effects applied not to choice but to motor skill, Error bars are intersubject standard errors. Con = healthy controls who performed the implicit motor learning task; U-GTS and M-GTS = unmedicated and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome patients, respectively; Dys = dystonic patients. Comparisons between unmedicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and medicated Gilles de la Tourette syndrome groups: **P 5 0.01, two-tailed t-test.
precisely the ability to sequentially press three keys in response to visual instructions. It has been shown that sequence learning can be improved by incentive motivation, meaning when subjects are told that shorter response times will be rewarded (Wachter et al., 2009) . Here, reinforcements were purely incidental: subjects knew that reinforcement magnitude (1 cent or 10 euro) was independent of response time. Moreover, we ruled out motivation effects using an explicit version of the task where the reward at stake is announced prior to motor performance. If response times were sensitive to incentive motivation, they should be reduced by the 10 euro incentive from the first trial onwards. This was not observed: reward effects on response times built up progressively throughout learning sessions, similarly for the explicit and implicit versions of the task. This suggests that motivation does not induce subjects to go faster in our paradigm. The only effect of explicit incentives was to increase errors, as if they distracted subjects. In fact, slowing down may be rational here, in order to ensure correct execution of the 10 euro-associated sequences. Furthermore, with a forced-choice task we controlled to what extent subjects acquired clear explicit knowledge of sequence-outcome contingencies. Results showed poor discrimination between 1 cent and 10 euro triplets, albeit significantly above chance level. Between-subject regression indicated that reinforcement effects on response time were positive even for chance level correct guessing in the forced-choice task. Moreover, the correlation was negative, suggesting that reinforcement effects were blunted in subjects who developed explicit knowledge of sequence-outcome contingencies. This may be due to subjects strategically slowing down when aware that the outcome at stake is 10 euro, to avoid making costly errors. Thus, we conclude that the beneficial effect of incidental reinforcements on motor skill acquisition is largely implicit.
To capture this effect, we proposed a two-stage model, with reinforcement learning on top of pure motor learning, which was simply fitted with an exponential decay function. As in classical reinforcement learning algorithms (Sutton and Barto, 1998) , the expected value of each sequence was learned using a delta rule (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) . This rule specifies that in every trial, the expected value of the current sequence is to be updated in proportion to the reward prediction error. We added a second delta rule in which reward prediction errors serve to reduce response times. The two delta rules might be implemented in two learning systems that respond to visual instructions: one system would generate a reward prediction, and the other would facilitate the execution of the associated action. This matches the actor-critic distinction in formal reinforcement learning models (Houk et al., 1995; Doya, 2002; Joel et al., 2002) , in which both the actor and the critic improve their response using reward prediction errors as teaching signals. Previous functional neuroimaging studies suggested that the actor and critic components are implemented in the motor and limbic parts of the striatum, respectively (O'Doherty et al., 2004) . Furthermore, both the motor and limbic striatum were shown to express reward prediction errors, whose magnitude was sensitive to modulation of dopaminergic transmission (Pessiglione et al., 2006) . Thus, delta rules may be underpinned by dopaminergic signals modulating corticostriatal synapse efficacy in different parts of the striatum, improving reward prediction in the ventral striatum and movement execution in the dorsal striatum. This would predict perturbation of dopaminergic transmission to affect reinforcement effects on motor learning and not motor learning per se.
We indeed found that reinforcement effects were higher in unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome compared with healthy controls and that this superiority was reversed by neuroleptics. This is consistent with the alleged hyperdopaminergy in Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (Malison et al., 1995; Minzer et al., 2004; Gilbert et al., 2006; Yoon et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2008) that could lead to excessive reinforcement of corticostriatal synapses, which is a candidate mechanism for explaining the progressive formation of motor tics (Leckman, 2002; Groenewegen et al., 2003; Saka and Graybiel, 2003; Maia and Frank, 2011) . Here, we dissociate reinforcement from motor learning, which occurred when reward was negligible (in the 1 cent condition). We show that motor skill performance was not enhanced but impaired in unmedicated patients compared with controls. Importantly, medication had no effect on motor learning per se, indicating that dopamine transmission is specifically involved in reinforcement learning. This also suggests that differences in reinforcement effects are not related to patients being older and slower than healthy controls, as age and response times were similar between unmedicated and medicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome. We also controlled these factors by including dystonic patients, who were older and slower than patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome. In dystonic patients, we found a deficit in motor performance (overall slowing) but no difference in reinforcement learning compared with controls. Note that age was included as a covariate in statistical analyses and was found to affect response times but not reinforcement effects. Thus, while all patient groups showed motor skill impairment increasing with age, reinforcement effects specifically followed variations in dopamine transmission: enhanced in unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and impaired in patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome treated with neuroleptics.
Motor performance impairment was best captured by one parameter of the exponential decay function: response time plateau. This points out that patients ended with longer response times relative to controls, which denotes impaired motor skills. Variations in reinforcement effects were well captured by adjusting the size of prediction errors, not the reinforcement learning rate or reinforcement-to-time scaling factor. This agrees well with previous studies showing that dopaminergic drugs modulate the amplitude of reward-related signals (Pessiglione et al., 2006; Abler et al., 2007; Menon et al., 2007) . It suggests that variations in dopamine transmission affect the prediction error signal itself, not the capacity to use it for adjusting expected values (in the critic) or for facilitating action execution (in the actor). Taken together, our two-stage model provided a good fit of the data and could account for between-group differences by adjusting the free parameters.
To our knowledge, reinforcement learning was understudied in Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, although some authors reported deficits in probabilistic classification learning (Ké ri et al., 2002; Marsh et al., 2005) . This task can be seen as a form of instrumental learning, but it is cognitively more complex and mixes positive and negative feedbacks. It is crucial, when assessing modulation of dopamine transmission, to distinguish between positive and negative feedbacks, as opposite effects of dopaminergic drugs have been repeatedly found for reward versus punishment learning (Frank et al., 2004; Pessiglione et al., 2006; Bó di et al., 2009; Cools et al., 2009; Rutledge et al., 2009) . Indeed, we showed in a previous study (Palminteri et al., 2009 ) that subliminal reward learning, but not punishment learning, is enhanced in unmedicated patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome and impaired by treatment with neuroleptics. This is consistent with the present results, suggesting that, even if encountering difficulties in motor skill performance, patients with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome benefit from positive feedbacks. More generally, our findings give empirical evidence to the intuitive idea that providing reinforcements supports people in acquiring motor skills.
